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It has long been proposed that doping a chiral spin liquid (CSL) or fractional quantum Hall
state can give rise to topological superconductivity. Despite of intensive effort, definitive evidences
still remain lacking. We address this problem by studying the t-J model supplemented by time-
reversal symmetry breaking chiral interaction Jχ on the triangular lattice using density-matrix
renormalization group with a finite concentration δ of doped holes. It has been established that
the undoped, i.e., δ=0, system has a CSL ground state in the parameter region 0.32 ≤ Jχ/J ≤
0.56. Upon light doping, we find that the ground state of the system is consistent with a Luther-
Emery liquid with power-law superconducting and charge-density-wave correlations but short-range
spin-spin correlations. In particular, the superconducting correlations, whose pairing symmetry is
consistent with d ± id-wave, are dominant at all hole doping concentrations. Our results provide
direct evidences that doping the CSL on the triangular lattice can naturally give rise to topological
superconductivity.
Quantum spin liquids (QSLs) are exotic phases of
matter that exhibit various novel features associated
with their topological character and support fractional
excitations.[1–5] QSLs have attracted broad interest for
several decades as an insulating phase with preexisting
electron pairs, such that it might naturally yield high
temperature superconductivity upon light doping with
holes.[5–16] More broadly, it has been proposed that a
host of behaviors of highly correlated electronic systems
can be best understood from the perspective of doped
QSLs.[17, 18] It has also been believed that simple mod-
els such as Hubbard model and its strong-coupling limit,
the t-J model, may contain enough physics to explain
the appearance of superconductivity and other phases by
doping a QSL.[2] However, despite intense efforts during
past decades, definitive evidences showing that doping
a QSL leads to superconductivity remain still deficient.
This is partially due to the fact that the realization of
QSLs is a great challenge to physicists and candidate
materials are rare.
One of the most promising spin liquid candidates is the
spin-1/2 antiferromagnet with both the nearest-neighbor
(NN) J and next-nearest-neighbor J2 Heisenberg interac-
tions on the triangular lattice. A number of simulations
provide strong evidences that its ground state is a QSL in
the parameter region 0.07 . J2/J . 0.15.[19–25] In addi-
tion, a new spin liquid phase has been found in the spin-
1/2 triangular lattice Heisenberg model with additional
time-reversal symmetry (TRS) breaking scalar chiral in-
teraction Jχ, i.e., J-Jχ terms in Eq.(1). Recent studies
provide strong evidences that a novel chiral spin liquid
(CSL) phase can be stabilized by the scalar chiral Jχ in-
teraction in the prameter region 0.32 ≤ Jχ/J ≤ 0.56.[25–
27] Moreover, the CSL may also be realized in the Hub-
bard model at half-filling on the triangular lattice in
the parameter region 8 ≤ U/t ≤ 11.[28] The univer-
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sal properties of this CSL state are captured by boson
ν = 1/2 Laughlin state as proposed by Kalmeyer and
Laughlin.[14] Physically, this scalar chiral term Jχ ∼
Φt3/U2 can be obtained in the Hubbard model at half-
filling from the t/U expansion to the second order with
large U and an external magnetic field[29, 30]. Here U
denotes the Hubbard repulsion and Φ is the magnetic flux
through each triangle. The chiral interaction can also be
realized in cold atom system.[31, 32]
As the QSL has been realized on the spin-1/2 antifer-
romagnet on the triangular lattice, a natural question is
that will dope this QSL yield superconductivity? Quasi-
one-dimensional systems such as cylinders (depicted in
Fig.1) have become an important starting point to an-
swer the question. The cylinder can be viewed as one-
dimensional (1D) but has essential degrees of freedom
that allow for two-dimensional (2D) characteristics to
emerge. According to the Mermin-Wagner theorem, a
superconducting state that can be realized in quasi-1D
systems such as cylinders has quasi-long-range super-
conducting (SC) correlation. The Luther-Emery (LE)
liquid is an example of this,[33–37] which has one gap-
less charge mode with quasi-long-range SC and charge-
density-wave (CDW) correlations, but the spin-spin cor-
relation is short-ranged. Recent DMRG calculations have
found strong evidences that the LE liquid state can be
realized in the lightly doped TRS preserving QSL of the
J-J2 model on the triangular lattice.[38]
Topological superconductivity is another novel state
of matter[39–42], which has attracted tremendous inter-
est recently and has potential application to topological
quantum computation.[43, 44] It has been long proposed
that doping a CSL or fractional quantum Hall state can
give rise to topological superconductivity.[11–14] How-
ever, whether this is the case still needs to be confirmed.
In this paper, we directly address this question by study-
ing the t-J model supplemented by chiral Jχ interaction
defined in Eq.(1). Through large-scale density-matrix
renormalization group (DMRG) simulations, we provide
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2FIG. 1. The t-J-Jχ model in Eq.(1) on the triangular lat-
tice. The scalar chiral interaction Jχ in each triangle has the
same chirality following the clockwise order. Periodic and
open boundary conditions are imposed respectively along the
directions specified by the lattice basis vectors, e2 and e1. Lx
and Ly are the number of sites in the e1 and e2 directions,
respectively. a, b and c label the three different bonds.
direct evidences that doping the CSL state on the trian-
gular lattice will naturally yield topological superconduc-
tivity with d± id-wave pairing symmetry. In particular,
the SC correlations are dominant in all cases studied.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first numeri-
cal demonstration of topological superconductivity from
doping a CSL.
Model and Method: We employ the DMRG with
spin SU(2) symmetry [45–47] to investigate the ground
state properties of the hole-doped t-J model with addi-
tional TR symmetry breaking chiral interaction on the
triangular lattice. The model Hamiltonian is defined as
H =− t
∑
〈ij〉
(c†iσcjσ + h.c.) + J
∑
〈ij〉
(Si · Sj − 1
4
nˆinˆj)
+ Jχ
∑
4/5
(Si × Sj) · Sk, (1)
where c†iσ denotes the electron creation operator with
spin σ on site i. Si is the spin operator and nˆi =∑
σ c
†
iσciσ is the electron number operator. t and J de-
note the NN electron hopping integral and spin interac-
tion, respectively. The local Hilbert space is constrained
by the no-double occupancy condition, ni ≤ 1. The chi-
ral interaction Jχ has the same amplitude for all the up
and down triangles, and the three sites i, j and k in each
triangle follow the clockwise order shown in Fig. 1. At
half filling, Eq. (1) reduces to the J-Jχ model, which
has a stable gapped CSL phase in the parameter region
0.32 ≤ Jχ/J ≤ 0.56.[25–27]
The lattice geometry used in our simulation is depicted
in Fig. 1, where e1 and e2 denote the two basis vectors
of the triangular lattice. We consider triangular cylin-
der with periodic (open) boundary condition in the e2
(e1) direction. We focus on cylinders with width Ly and
length Lx, where Ly and Lx are the number of sites
along the e2 and e1 directions, respectively. The hole
doping concentration away from half-filling is defined as
δ = Nh/N , where N = Lx × Ly is the total number of
lattice sites and Nh is the number of doped holes. For
FIG. 2. Superconducting correlations. The pattern of phase
θ˜αβ for Ly = 4 cylinders at (a) δ = 8.33% and (c) δ = 4.17%.
The amplitude of the superconducting correlations |Φ(r)| on
Ly = 4 cylinders at doping levels (b) δ = 8.33% and (d)
δ = 4.17% on double-logarithmic scales. Solid lines denote
power-law fitting |Φ(r)| ∼ r−Ksc .
the present study, we focus on the lightly-doped case with
δ ≤ 8.33%. We set J=1 as an energy unit and consider
t=3 and Jχ=0.4, which is deep in the CSL phase of the
J-Jχ spin model. Our results also hold for other Jχ which
are provided in the Supplemental Material (SM). In this
paper, we focus on cylinders of width Ly=4 with length
up to Lx=96. We keep up to m = 6000 SU(2) states
(effectively 18000 U(1) states) to obtain accurate results
with truncation error  ≤ 10−6. This leads to excellent
convergence for our results when extrapolated to m =∞
limit.
Principal results: We find that the system exhibits
power-law SC correlations for Ly=4 cylinders in the
lightly doped region δ ≤ 8.33%. As Lx  Ly, the sys-
tem can be thought of as quasi-1D, the long-range super-
conductivity expected in two dimensions will decay as a
power-law due to the Mermin-Wagner theorem. The SC
pair-pair correlation function Φαβ(r), defined in Eq. (2),
can be characterized by a power-law (see Fig. 2b and d),
with the appropriate Luttinger exponent Ksc. Different
with doping a TRS preserving QSL,[38] the pairing sym-
metry of the SC correlations, visualized by the phase θαβ
(see Fig. 2a and c), is consistent with the d ± id-wave.
Therefore, our results show that doping the CSL on the
triangular lattice will yield topological d±id-wave super-
conductivity.
Similar with the SC correlation, the CDW correlation
also decays with a power-law corresponding to a local
pattern of “partially filled” charge stripes. The wave-
length of the CDW, i.e., the spacings between two ad-
jacent charge stripes, is λ = 1/2δ. This charge stripe
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FIG. 3. Charge density profiles n(x) for Ly = 4 cylinders of
length Lx = 72 at doping levels δ = 4.17% ∼ 8.33%. Solid
lines are the fits from Friedel oscillation using Eq.(4).
has an ordering wavevector Q = 4piδ with half a doped
hole per each CDW unit cell (see Fig.3). This is similar
to the lightly doped t-J and Hubbard models on Ly = 4
square cylinder with second-neighbor interactions,[35–37]
and lightly doped TR-invariant QSL on the triangular
lattice.[38]
The Luttinger exponents Ksc and Kc extracted from
the SC and CDW correlations using Eq.(3) and Eq.(4),
respectively, are shown in Fig.4. It is worth empha-
sizing that Ksc < Kc for all the cases in the present
study, which directly demonstrates the dominance of the
SC correlations. Contrary to SC and CDW correlations,
both single-particle and spin-spin correlations (see Fig.5
and SM) decay exponentially at long distances. This sug-
gests that the ground state of the lightly doped CSL
is consistent with the LE liquid in the quasi-1D limit,
which is characterized by one gapless charge model with
quasi-long-range SC and CDW correlations but short-
range spin-spin correlation. Moreover,our results show
that the relation KcKsc = 1, which is expected from
the LE liquid[33], also holds within the numerical uncer-
tainty and finite-size effect (see Fig.4). Further support
from the central charge c, where a clear saturation to
c = 1, i.e, one gapless charge mode, has been observed in
the Lx  Ly limit (see Fig.6).
Topological superconductivity: It has long been
proposed that doping a CSL, or equivalently the ν = 1/2
bosonic fractional quantum Hall state[11, 12, 14], will
give rise to topological superconductivity. To address
this, we have calculated the equal-time SC pair-pair cor-
relation function. As the ground state of the system with
even number of doped holes is always found to have spin
0, we focus on spin-singlet SC correlation, which is de-
fined as
Φαβ(r) =
1
Ly
Ly∑
y=1
〈
∆†α(x0, y)∆β(x0 + r, y)
〉
. (2)
Here ∆†α(i) =
1√
2
(c†i↑c
†
i+α↓ − c†i↓c†i+α↑) is the spin-singlet
pair-field creation operator, and α = a, b and c denotes
the bond orientation (see Fig.1). (x0, y) is the reference
site which is located at x0 = Lx/4, and r is the distance
between two bonds in the e1 direction.
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FIG. 4. The extracted Luttinger exponents Ksc, Kc and their
product KscKc on Ly = 4 cylinders as a function of Lx at
different doping levels δ. Dashed lines are guides for eyes.
As the ground state of the system is always a spin-
singlet, the pairing symmetry of the SC correlation will
be consistent with either s-wave or d-wave, including ne-
matic d-wave and d ± id-wave.[48] If the pairing sym-
metry is s-wave, or nematic d-wave which breaks the lat-
tice rotational symmetry, then the SC correlation Φαβ(r)
should be purely real. However, this is inconsistent
with our results. This makes the d ± id-wave pair-
ing symmetry the only choice, which is indeed consis-
tent with our results. To show this, it is convenient to
rewrite the SC correlation as Φαβ(r) = |Φαβ(r)| eiθαβ(r),
where |Φαβ(r)| and θαβ(r) denote its amplitude and
phase, characterizing its decaying behavior and pair-
ing symmetry, respectively. Numerically, the pairing
symmetry can be determined by the pattern of phases
θαβ(r). For instance, if we take a-bond as a reference,
the value of {θaa(r), θab(r), θac(r)} should converge to
{0, 4pi/3, 2pi/3} for d+id-wave or {0, 2pi/3, 4pi/3} for d-id-
wave. Examples are shown in Fig.2a and c.[49]. Although
a visible deviation and small spatial oscillation have been
numerically observed, these could be attributed to the
finite-size effect that the width Ly = 4 cylinders are still
relatively narrow. This is supported by our results on
wider Ly = 6 cylinders (see SM details), where both the
deviations and spatial oscillations become significantly
smaller. Therefore, our results are consistent with the
expected d ± id-wave pairing symmetry even the lattice
geometry explicitly breaks the C3 rotational symmetry.
At long distances, we find that the SC correlation is
characterized by a power-law with the appropriate Lut-
tinger exponent Ksc defined by
|Φαβ(r)| ∝ r−Ksc . (3)
The extracted Kc at three different doping levels are
shown in Fig.4. The fact that the observedKsc < 1 which
holds for all the cases and decreases with Lx clearly sug-
gests that a smaller Ksc with stronger SC correlations is
expected in the long cylinder limit. This provide strong
evidences for robust SC correlations with divergent SC
susceptibility. Moreover, our results show that Ksc < Kc
for all the cases in the present study, which undoubt-
edly demonstrates the dominance of the SC correlations.
More results are provided in the SM.
Charge density wave order: To describe the charge
density properties of the system, we have also calculated
4FIG. 5. Spin-spin correlations. (a) Examples of spin-spin
correlations F (r) on Ly = 4 cylinders of length Lx = 72 on
the semi-logarithmic scale at different δ. Solid lines denote
exponential fitting F (r) ∼ e−r/ξs . (b) Spin-spin correlation
length ξs as a function of δ. Error bars denote the numerical
uncertainty.
the charge density profile n(x) =
∑Ly
y=1〈nˆ(x, y)〉/Ly,
where x is the rung index of the cylinder. Our results
on the Ly = 4 cylinders (see Fig.3) are consistent with
the “half-filled” charge stripe, which is defined by the
periodicity along the cylinder. The wavelength is doping
dependent λ = 1/2δ with half a doped hole in each CDW
unit cell.
Similar with the SC correlations, the spatial decay of
the CDW correlations is also dominated by a power-law
with the Luttinger exponent Kc, which can be extracted
by fitting the Friedel oscillation (charge density oscilla-
tion) induced by the open boundaries of the cylinders[50]
n(x) = n0 + δn cos(2kFx+ φ)x
−Kc/2, (4)
δn denotes the non-universal amplitude, φ the phase
shift, n0 the background density and kF is the Fermi
vector. The Kc is shown in Fig.4 for several doping con-
centrations as a function of Lx. For all cases, we find
that Kc > Ksc showing that the SC correlation is domi-
nant while the CDW correlation is weaker. Similarly, Kc
can also be obtained by fitting the charge density-density
correlation, which gives consistent results. Details are
provided in the SM.
Spin-spin correlation: To describe the mag-
netic properties of the ground state of the system,
we have calculated the spin-spin correlations F (r) =
1
Ly
∑Ly
y=1 | 〈Sx0,y · Sx0+r,y〉 |. Here Sx,y is the spin op-
erator on site i = (x, y), (x0, y) is the reference site
with x0 ∼ Lx/4 and r is the distance between two sites
along the cylinder. At half-filling, i.e., δ = 0, the CSL
state is fully gapped with short-range spin-spin correla-
tion F (r) ∼ e−r/ξs where ξs is the spin-spin correlation
length. Upon light doping, we find that F (r) still decays
exponentially as shown in Fig.5, with a nearly doping
independent correlation length ξs ∼ 1.5 lattice spacings.
Therefore, we conclude that the spin-spin correlations are
short-ranged with a finite gap in the spin sector, which
is similar with the CSL at half-filling.
Central charge: Our results suggest that the ground
state of the lightly-doped CSL is consistent the LE liquid,
FIG. 6. Entanglement entropy and central charge. (a) Entan-
glement entropy S(x) on Ly = 4 cylinder of length Lx = 72
at doping δ = 5.55%. A few data points in black are removed
to minimize the boundary effect. (b) Central charge c at dif-
ferent δ as a function of Lx. Error bars denote the numerical
uncertainty.
which has one gapless charge mode with central charge
c = 1. To show this, we calculate the von Neumann en-
tropy S(x) = −Tr [ρx ln ρx], where ρx is the reduced den-
sity matrix of the subsystem with length x. For critical
systems in 1+1 dimensions described by the conformal
field theory, it has been established[51, 52] that for an
open system of length Lx
S(x) =
c
6
ln
[4(Lx + 1)
pi
sin
pi(2x+ 1)
2(Lx + 1)
| sin kF |
]
+
A sin[kF (2x+ 1)]
4(Lx+1)
pi sin
pi(2x+1)
2(Lx+1)
| sin kF |
+B. (5)
Here A and B are fitting parameters and kF is the Fermi
momentum. Fig.6a shows an example of S(x) for the
Lx = 72 cylinder, where a few data points in black are
excluded in the fitting to minimize the boundary effect.
The extracted c is given in Fig.6b as a function Lx at
different δ. It is clear that the central charge quickly
converges to c = 1 with the increase of Lx, although
it deviates notably from c = 1 on short cylinders due to
the finite-size effect. Therefore, our results on the Ly = 4
cylinders is consistent with the LE liquid.
Summary and discussion: Our results show that
doping the CSL on the triangular lattice can naturally
give rise to topological superconductivity with d±id-wave
pairing symmetry. The SC correlations are dominant in
the lightly-hole doped region 0 < δ ≤ 8.33%. Although
the CDW correlation also decays with a power-law, it ap-
pears secondary since Kc > Ksc. The extracted Ksc < 1
provides compelling evidences for robust topological su-
perconductivity with divergent SC susceptibility. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first numerical real-
ization of dominant topological d ± id superconductiv-
ity on the triangular lattice in doping a CSL. Our re-
sults provide direct supports on theory that doping a
CSL or fractional quantum Hall state will yield exotic
superconductivity.[11–13]
In this work, we mainly focus on the lightly doped
case, it will be interesting to study the higher doping
case and the consequence of doping distinct phases such
5as the magnetic and tetrahedral phases on the triangular
lattice. It is also important to study the effect of sec-
ond neighbor hopping which is known to be essential to
enhance the superconductivity on the square lattice.[35–
37] As the CSL can also be realized on other lattices
such as Kagome lattice[53, 54], it will be interesting to
see whether the topological superconductivity can be re-
alized in doping these systems as well. Answering these
questions may help us to better understand the mecha-
nism of high temperature superconductivity.
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6I. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
A. Superconducting pair-pair correlation
We calculate six types of superconducting (SC) pair-pair correlations Φaa, Φab, Φac, Φbb, Φbc and Φcc for all the
systems studied. For each Φαβ(r), we calculate Φ() with the truncation error  by keeping corresponding number of
SU(2) states m and then use second order polynomial function Φ() = Φ0+a1+a2
2 to extract Φ0 in the limit → 0,
where a1 and a2 are fitting parameters. Examples of the finite truncation error extrapolation for different systems
are shown in Fig. S1(a-b). For Ly = 4 cylinders, all types of the SC correlations show clear power-law decaying
behaviour at long distance, however, their amplitudes are quantitatively different since the cylindrical geometry
explictly breaks the C3 rotational symmetry. For instance, Φbb, Φbc and Φcc are significantly stronger than Φab and
Φac as shown in Fig. S1b, the Φaa correlation, on the other hand, is too small to extract a reliable exponent K
sc
aa.
The extracted exponents Kscαβ are fairly close each other, e.g., K
sc
ab=0.78(7), K
sc
ac=0.77(8), K
sc
bb=0.83(8), K
sc
bc=0.83(8)
and Ksccc=0.83(8) for Ly = 4 cylinder of length Lx = 72 at doping level δ = 5.55%. We have obtained similar results
for other Ly = 4 cylinders.
We determine the pairing symmetry of the SC correlations by measuring their associated phases θαβ(r), i.e.,
Φαβ(r) = |Φαβ(r)| eiθαβ(r). To further support the d ± id pairing symmetry, we have measured θαβ for all the types
of the SC correlations. Unlike the Luttinger exponents Ksc, the phases θαβ are quite stable even with the lowest
number of SU(2) states m = 2000 that we have kept. This is true for both Ly = 4 and Ly = 5 cylinders, which
also appear true for Ly = 6 cylinders. Therefore, we can determine the pairing symmetry of the SC correlations on
the wider Ly = 6 cylinders. The measured phases θαβ(r) for Ly = 4 ∼ 6 cylinders are shown in Fig. S2(a-c), which
provide stronger evidences on the d± id-wave pairing symmetry as Ly is wider. Interestingly, we also notice that the
phases on Ly = 4 cylinders have more features than the pure d± id pairing symmetry, where an additional period-2
oscillation with sign change for Φ has been observed as shown in Fig. S2d. This can be attributed to the period-2
oscillation of spin-spin correlation which was observed only on Ly = 4 cylinders. To determine the pairing symmetry,
we hence introduce a modified phase θ˜(r) = θ(r)+rpi to subtract such an oscillation. The resulting phases θ˜(r), which
are shown in Fig. S1a and the main text, are consistent with the d± id-wave pairing symmetry.
B. Single-particle correlation
We have also calculated the single-particle correlation G(r) = 1Ly
∑Ly
y=1
∑
σ |
〈
c†x0,ycx0+r,y
〉 | for Ly = 4 cylinders at
different doping levels δ , where (x0, y) is the reference site with x0 ∼ Lx/4 and r is the distance between two sites
along the cylinder. At long distances, we find that G(r) ∼ er/ξG decays exponentially with the correlation length
ξG ∼ 1.9 independent of doping δ. Therefore, there is a finite single-particle gap.
FIG. S1. (a) The amplitude of SC correlations |Φbc| for Ly = 4 cylinder of length Lx = 72 at δ = 5.55% by keeping different
number of SU(2) m states, as well as the extrapolated value in the m→∞. (b) The amplitude of all |Φαβ | on cylinder same as
(a), extrapolated to the m → ∞ limit. The solid lines denote power-law fitting to the envelop of Φ(r) ∼ r−Ksc . All the plots
are on the double-logarithmic scale.
7FIG. S2. The pattern of phase θ˜αβ associated with Φαβ on (a) Ly = 4 cylinder of length Lx = 72 at δ = 5.55% and (b) Ly = 6
cylinder of length Lx = 36 at δ = 5.55%. (c) The SC correlation for Ly = 4 cylinder with additional period-2 oscillation.
FIG. S3. The charge density-density correlations N1(r) and N2(r) on Ly = 4 cylinders of length (a) Lx = 90 at doping
δ = 5.55% and (b) Lx = 96 at doping δ = 4.17%. The solid lines denote power-law fitting to the envelop of the corresponding
correlations.
C. Charge density-density correlation
In addition to the Friedel oscillation of the charge density profile, the Luttinger exponent Kc can also be obtained
from the charge density-density correlations defined by
N1(r) =
1
Ly
Ly∑
y=1
〈(nx0,y − 〈nx0,y〉)(nx0+r,y − 〈nx0+r,y〉)〉 ,
N2(r) =
1
Ly
Ly∑
y=1
〈(nx0,y − n¯)(nx0+r,y − n¯)〉 , (A1)
where n¯ is the average electron density. Here (x0, y) is the reference site with x0 ∼ Lx/4 and r is the distance between
two sites along the cylinder. For the quasi-long-range charge order, both N1 and N2 should decay with a power-law
in large r limit with the same exponent Kc as determined from the Friedel oscillation. As an example, both N1(r)
and N2(r) for Ly = 4 cylinders at two different doping levels are shown in Fig. S3. For δ = 5.55%, N1(r) and N2(r)
gives Kc = 1.22(9) and Kc = 1.02(8) respectively, which are quite close to the value obtained from Friedel oscillation
Kc = 1.18(5). For δ = 4.17%, N1(r) and N2(r) gives Kc = 1.4(2) and Kc = 1.1(2), respectively, which are also
consistent with the value from the Friedel oscillation Kc = 1.27(2). All these are consistent with the quasi-long-range
charge-density-wave (CDW) order.
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FIG. S4. Chiral order parameter χ(r) measure from the boundary of the Ly = 4 cylinder of length Lx = 60 at half filling and
doping δ = 5.55%.
D. Chiral order
We measure the chiral order parameter χ(r) = 〈Si × Sj) · Sk〉 defined on the upper triangle from the open boundary
to the bulk of the cylinder for Jχ = 0.4 shown in Fig. S4. For the undoped CSL, the chiral order rapidly converges to
finite value consistent with previous study. At finite doping, χ(r) converges to smaller value combined with additional
spatial modulation induced by the charge density wave.
